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ABSTRACT 

Evaluating customer feedback is one of the evaluation metrics to identify the performance of any product or service. However, getting feedback from 

the customer is a challenging process. Many people feel bored writing feedback and hate filling up the customer feedback form. Verbally asking for 

customer feedback will not give honest feedback. Hence there is a strong need for an active feedback system that is simple and attractive to the 

customers and encourages them to provide honest feedback. The author addresses honest feedback issue by providing a Raspberry Pi device to collect 

customer feedback anonymously in feedback analytics project. Also, the author discussing how it has improved the performance of a training service by 

building a data analytics dashboard 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The feedback collection and analysis has remained important subject matter since long.  The traditional technique feedback collected 

questionnaire type.  Sometime student does not give real feedback.  Online feedback based on text which makes it hard to analyze.  Main purpose to get 

the customer real feedback from the customer in easy way to address this problem a system that could automatically analyze customer feedback by 

using Raspberry. The feedback analytics system not only used in Training center but also in supermarket, shops etc. To get the real time feedback from 

the customer. Once feedback has been submitted student feedback stored in database the feedback can view and analysis by admin at any time. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A.IOT: 

According to the paper, the student feedback and time of submission can be viewed. When one student submitted the feedback then it saved in the 

database. This paper is used to refer the student feedback, admin analysis the feedback. In this paper admin can view student feedback and delete 

feedback and developer will give username password for the admin. This paper deals how to generate the graph and which API may be used to refer. 

Author says this paper is used to refer how admin used to provide username password verified framework. The personality of the understudy giving 

input isn't uncovered to anybody not indeed, even the administrator.  

The notion of smart arises from the smart city concept where anything, anywhere can be connected to the internet. These connected devices or things to 

the internet which has given an escalation to the internet, and this whole idea is called the internet of things (IoT). Author coded the words of Mark 

Weiser regarding technology as “The most profound technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until 

they are indistinguishable from it”. The term internet of things first, used by Kevin Ashton in the year 1999. There are many reviews by many 

researchers to define IoT in different ways like the internet of processes, internet of everything, the internet of anything and so on. According to author, 

it is the internet of anything, but it depends on requirements. According to Cisco IoT as IoW is a web of connected physical objects. Author defines 

internet of everything’s (IoE) brings people, process, information, and things that are more relevant and valuable to make network connection and 

transforming this information into actions than ever before that create new capabilities, richer experiences, and unprecedented economic opportunities 

for businesses, people, and countries”. Cisco uses the term Internet of Everything for both physical and virtual purpose. 

B. IoT in education 

Nowadays there are a lot of tools for educational purposes to makes it easier, smarter, and better; IoT is one of the tools amongst them. Here are some 

of the related works in this regard. IoT helps in education as a way for teaching, monitoring and for the research which makes the educational life easier 

and smart. As the author defines IoT that unify IoT in the academic environment as a new player which helps people’s interact ion both physically and 

virtually. According to IoT as a subject is highly exciting for student and to teach the concept of computer science, IoT is ideal as both aspects. 

The Open University, UK introduced a new IoT –based course My Digital Life for the students of undergraduate in computer science department 

comprises of IoT concept based on its importance as a dynamic subject. This subject helps students how to utilize ICT as a tool and study to realize the 
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IoT role in the real world. To build the fundamental concept of programming language IoT is used to teach the students. As a teaching tool IoT, 

according to  it is used to teach English terminology with the help of trained IoT-based model uses voice and visual sensors for English learners to even 

out the pronunciation. IoT tool used for connecting the devices and make the work easier. 

Some other system uses objects with tags and Learning Management System to compile information and analyze students’ learning methods using 

learning analytics techniques personal computer, incredibly inexpensive, it concentrates on encouraging people in learning, its cost makes it more 

accessible to the people to those with low income or living in a poor residential area. Since our company is getting more reliable and more and more 

reliable on computers, it gets necessary to encourage such technology, blending it with IoT technology makes it more resourceful as ever.  

3. RELATED WORK 

Referable to the introduction of IoT, the traditional categories are now transforming in education. E-learning elements and levels have been under 

expanded weight because of reviewers and government in light of completion rates, prices, employment, and career preparation.  The learning systems 

can be improved by using new approaches to decrease costs and enhance the end-to-end following of general learning [16]. In the IoT era, the students 

and teacher are associated and have full access all the time to talk about the issues and get their answers.      The learning systems can be improved by 

using new approaches to decrease costs and enhance the end-to-end following of general learning [16]. In the IoT era, the students and teacher are 

associated and have full access all the time to talk about the issues and get their answers. 

The use of new technologies makes a new move to a classroom where students are filled with the learning environment as discussed [18].to enhance the 

learning and teaching methods, the innovation is applied in a creative way in a situation [19]. Visuals is a very powerful tool for students which 

enhanced the students’ skills, and it improves classroom learning and handling data by utilizing it [20]. To enhance student’s critical thinking abilities 

visuals can be utilized to test the students to think on points [21]. By using different media technology creates possibilities for teachers to manage the 

issues of students with different learning styles [22]. By utilizing the smart whiteboard for learning process, the students’ participation seems 

dramatically increases in the classroom. The innovation of cloud computing and IoT technologies geared up the open educationa l resources on mobile 

devices, which is radical from location dependent and time for learning concerns.  

A background study is done to review similar existing systems used to perform student performance analysis. Three existing system are chosen because 

these systems are like the proposed system. A. Faculty Support System (FSS) Shana and Venkatachalam has proposed a framework named Faculty 

Support System (FSS) which is low in cost as it uses cost effective open-source analysis software, WEKA to analyses the students’ performance in a 

course offered by Coimbatore Institute of Technology of Anna University. FSS can analyze the students’ data dynamically as it is able to  update of 

students’ data dynamically with the flow of time to create or add a new rule. The update of new rule is possible with the help from domain expert and 

the rule is determined by data mining technique such as classification technique. Classification technique is used to predict the students’ performance. 

Besides, FSS focus on the identification of factors that contribute to performance of students in a particular course. B. Student Performance Analyzer 

(SPA) SPA is existing secure online web-based software that enables educators to view the students’ performance and keep track of the school’s data. 

The SPA is a tool designed for analyzing, displaying, storing, and getting feedback of student assessment data. It is a powerful analyzer tool used by 

schools worldwide to perform analysis and displays the analysis data once raw student data is uploaded to the system. The analysis is done by tracking 

the student or class to get the overall performance of student or class. It helps to identify the students’ performance which  is below the expected level, 

at expected level or above the expected level. This would allow the educators or sta ffs to identify the current students’ performance easily. Other than 

that, it enables various kinds of students’ performance report such as progress report and achievement report to be generated . C. Intelligent Mining and 

Decision Support System (In Minds) In Minds helps University Malaysia Sarawak (UNIMAS) to monitor the performance of various areas in every 

UNIMAS’s departments. The system enables top and mid-management in UNIMAS to have a clear look on the areas that needed attention by looking 

at the figures, revenues and risks. The features, ease of use and flexibility provided by the system makes the performance analysis in  UNIMAS to be 

performed in an ideal solution. Charts are provided by the system for ease of student performance’s interpretation. From the reviews on these existing 

systems, useful techniques and features could be applied into the proposed system for a better system’s performance. The WEKA  is chosen as a tool for 

data mining because it is open-source software. 

4. RASPBERRY PI 

Raspberry Pi, developed in the United Kingdom found by RASPBERRY PI foundation to promote smart learning and teaching base computer 

science among the youthful generation. Pi stands for python interpreter which is a programming language. In collaboration with a tech society 

Broadcom, they began producing the minicomputer boards in the year 2012. In the same year, the first Pi model was published. This credit card sized 

mini board computer can do many tasks what a standard desktop or a computer can do sans the size. 

 Raspberry Pi is a bare-bones personal computer, incredibly inexpensive, it concentrates on encouraging people in learning, its cost makes it more 

accessible to the people to those with low income or living in a poor residential area. Since our company is get ting more reliable and more and more 

reliable on computers, it gets necessary to encourage such technology, blending it with IoT technology makes it more resourceful as ever 

MySQL: 

SQL stands for Structured Query Language and is a widely used programming language for managing relational databases. You may have heard of the 

different flavors of SQL-based DBMSs. The most popular ones include MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQLite, and SQL Server. All these databases are compliant 

with the SQL standards but with varying degrees of compliance. Being open source since its inception in 1995, MySQL quickly became a market leader 

among SQL solutions. MySQL is also a part of the Oracle ecosystem. While its core functionality is completely free, there are some paid add-ons as 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL
https://www.mysql.com/
https://www.postgresql.org/
https://www.sqlite.org/index.html
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/sql-server/sql-server-2019
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B28359_01/server.111/b28286/intro002.htm
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well. Currently, MySQL is used by all major tech firms, including Google, LinkedIn, Uber, Netflix, Twitter, and others. MySQL is used for the Tkinter 

value stored in the MySQL database. It also connects with the Django framework to view and analysis the data 

Django: 

Django (Holovaty & Kaplan-Moss, 2008) is a high-level Python Web framework that encourages rapid development and clean, pragmatic design.  

Built by experienced developers, it takes care of much of the hassle of Web development, so we can focus on writing our app without needing to 

reinvent the wheel. It's free and open source. Django's primary goal is to ease the creation of complex, database-driven websites.  The framework 

emphasizes reusability and "pluggability" of components, less code; low coupling, rapid development, and the principle of don’t repeat yourself. 

Python is used throughout, even for settings files and data models. Django also provides an optional administrative create, read, update, and delete 

interface that is generated dynamically through introspection and configured via admin models.  The version of Django used during development is 

Django 2.1.5 

 

 First the process starts from the student providing their feedback. It stored in the MYSQL database then the admin login using the user password and 

the admin can be able to enter the dashboard. The dashboard contains feedback analytic, and the admin can change the password to new password 

providing the old password and enter new password and repeat it once again. Using the password again login using the new password the admin can 

only view and delete the feedback. The admin cannot be able to change the feedback. 

In the Django admin page, the admin can also change the theme for the admin page. Admin can be logout after viewing the feedback analytics bar.  

5. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

 Student Module1: 

 Awesome 

 Average 

 Bad 

Admin login module 2: 

    Login: 
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 Username 

 Password 

Dashboard Module: 

       Dashboard: 

 Pie Chart 

 Trend chart 

6. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Coming to the existing system is done by manually. In feedback existing system customer gives feedback about the owner based on online 

description feedback. Also, the feedback collected by yes or no form. It cannot used to get the real feedback from the student. The student sometimes 

feels bored for filling the feedback it takes lot time to give respond to the form. Some places it collected manually.  

Disadvantages: 

 Collecting feedback using paper and pen 

7. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The main objective was to create a unique and useful “online feedback analytics system with exceptional quality and services that differentiate it 

from other system. Online feedback analytics system is mainly created for overcome the existing system issues. Many people feel bored writing 

feedback and hate filling up the customer feedback form. The feedback analytics system is used for collecting the honesty feedback for the student and 

analyses the student how they feel about their courses and teaching from institution. 

    Device  

    Database 

   Web page dashboard 

Users are broadly classified into 2 categories: Student, Admin 

The core functionality that is to be included in the system is as follows: Admin can update/delete the feedback analytics (But not insert feedback) 

Student: only able to select the feedback 

 APPROACHES TOWARDS PROPOSED: 

However, the entire organization is split into 3 modules- Database creation, preparing the dataset, Testing, sending data to Moodle as an annex. 

1. Database Creation  

 Get the student feedback from using touch screen display 

 Get user feedback by simple press by the student  

 Store the feedback in the MySQL database  

Python is a programming language that works quickly and integrates systems more efficiently.  It is a widely used general-purpose, high-level 

programming language. With its interpreted nature with smart syntax, it makes python as an ideal language for scripting and is easily extended with 

new function 

and data type that is implemented languages callable in C language. It was initially designed by Guido van Rossum in 1991 and developed by Python 

Software Foundation. It was mainly developed for emphasis on code readability, and its syntax allows programmers to express concepts in fewer lines 

of code 

8. CONCLUSION 

The Student Feedback System portal was created to make it easier for educational institutions to process feedback. This takes a lot of time, effort, 

and paper labor when done manually. It is also possible to submit feedback freely and without hesitation. As a result, this portal overcomes all these 

obstacles and provides valuable assistance at every level of the leave application procedure. 
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